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In this paper, a novel method is proposed to detect salient regions in images. To measure pixel-level sal-
iency, joint spatial-color constraint is defined, i.e., spatial constraint (SC), color double-opponent (CD)
constraint and similarity distribution (SD) constraint. The SC constraint is designed to produce global
contrast with ability to distinguish the difference between ‘‘center and surround’’. The CD constraint is
introduced to extract intensive contrast of red-green and blue-yellow double opponency. The SD con-
straint is developed to detect the salient object and its background. A two-layer structure is adopted
to merge the SC, CD and SD saliency into a saliency map. In order to obtain a consistent saliency map,
the region-based saliency detection is performed by incorporating a multi-scale segmentation technique.
The proposed method is evaluated on two image datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed
method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on salient region detection as well as human fixation
prediction.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As William James, the father of American psychology, remarked,
‘‘Every one knows what attention is’’ [1], attention is the cognitive
process of selectively concentrating on the important parts in a
complex visual environment while ignoring the others. Attention
is considered to be a key ability that enables creatures to find their
prey or potential danger rapidly. Furthermore, it allows brain and
visual system to break through the information-processing bottle-
neck because human visual system only efficiently processes parts
of the massive sensory incoming information in detail [2]. Two
mechanisms are believed for attention deployment: the bottom-
up, rapid, pre-attentive and stimulus-driven manner as well as
the top-down, slower, attentive and task-dependent manner
[3–5]. Visual attention is of widespread interest due to a large num-
ber of applications, including adaptive image/video compression
[6–9], object-of-attention image segmentation [10–13], object rec-
ognition [14,15], surveillance [16], smart image retargeting [17,18],
image/video retrieval and summary [18–20].

Visual saliency is the perceptual quality that makes an object
visually different to its neighborhoods and grabs our attention
[21]. In the last several decades, various computational models
for visual saliency detection have been proposed in physiology,
neuro-psychology, cognitive science, computer vision, etc. The pur-
pose of these models is to predict the areas which attract human
ll rights reserved.
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attention. The result is often a saliency or master map of the input
signal, which is a scalar, two-dimensional map providing higher
intensities for the most prominent areas [3,22]. It is generally con-
sidered that the saliency lies in visual uniqueness, abnormality,
maximization of self-information, surprise or common objects in
image pairs [5,23–25]. Let us imagine the following visual phe-
nomena: a bright red flower among green leaves in a dark back-
ground or a sudden movement in a still scene. The flower or the
unexpected movement is likely to be salient. The goal of saliency
detection is to rapidly highlight the abnormal regions.

In this paper, we extract the salient regions based on a bottom-
up stimulus driven saliency model since the bottom-up biological
visual pathway is much simpler to be understood [26]. The pro-
posed visual saliency detection method which adopts joint spa-
tial-color constraint and multi-scale segmentation technique can
uniformly highlight salient regions with full resolution and sup-
press the surrounding background even in the large object case.
Three components are used to estimate the pixel-level saliency
for an image. The first component performs global contrast with
spatial constraint to distinguish the difference between ‘‘center
and surround’’. The second one is to extract intensive contrast of
red-green and blue-yellow double opponency. The third is com-
puted to detect the salient object and its background by using
the similarity distribution of a pixel. Then the pixel-level saliency
map is fused from the three components by a two-layer structure.
Finally, in order to produce a uniform region-level saliency map,
we present a multi-scale segmentation based technique to increase
the consistency of the map. The proposed method is evaluated on
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two publicly available image datasets. On the 5000 salient object
benchmark images, the proposed method achieves better perfor-
mance than the state-of-the-art methods in terms of precision
and recall. The precision and recall are commonly-used validation
criteria for salient region extraction. On the eye tracking dataset,
the comparison results demonstrate that the proposed method
outperforms the existing methods on predicting human fixations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work
of saliency detection is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the
proposed method is presented from pixel to region level to extract
saliency in an image. The experimental results are shown in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Related work

In order to efficiently detect saliency in an image, lots of bot-
tom-up saliency-driven methods have been proposed in the past
few decades, such as biology-based, purely computational or an
integration of the two [27]. We epitomize these methods as two
main ideas: detecting saliency based on local or global contrast.

Local contrast based methods, which have overt biological sup-
porting, explore a salient feature depending on its neighborhoods.
Based on a biologically-inspired architecture proposed by Koch and
Ullman [22], which is motivated from Treisman and Gelade’s fea-
ture integration theory [3], Itti et al. [5] proposed a bottom-up vi-
sual attention model for rapid analysis. Itti’s model combined three
multi-resolution extracted local feature contrasts, i.e., luminance,
chrominance and orientation, to produce a topographic saliency
map. Ma and Zhang [28] generated a saliency map using local con-
trast analysis and extracted salient objects using a fuzzy growing
method from the map. Walther and Koch [29] extended Itti’s mod-
el to infer proto object regions and applied it to achieve object rec-
ognition. By merging the seed values from Itti’s saliency map and
some low-level features, Han et al. [10] applied a Markov random
field (MRF) model to segment salient objects in color images. Harel
et al. [30] created feature maps using Itti’s method but formed acti-
vation maps using a graph based approach, which were then nor-
malized to more conspicuous maps using a Markovian algorithm.
Gao and Vasconcelos [26] presented the discriminant saliency
detection model by maximizing the mutual information between
features of the center and surround regions in an image. Liu et al.
[31] optimally combined a set of local, regional and global features
including multi-scale contrast, center-surround histogram and col-
or spatial distribution to describe a salient object through Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) learning. A limitation of the local
contrast based methods is that the saliency maps obtained by
these methods usually highlight the object boundary instead of
the entire object, which will be shown in the section of experimen-
tal results.

Global contrast based methods integrate the entire information
features all over the visual field, i.e., using the contrast to all of the
pixels in an image to determine the saliency of a pixel or region.
Zhai and Shah [32] detected the spatial saliency of a pixel by using
1-D histogram of a specific color channel (e.g., red channel) to com-
pute the contrast to all the other pixels. This method ignored the
relationship between different color channels. Bruce and Tsotsos
[23] used an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to represent
the probability distribution of local image patches using a large
database of patches from natural images. They proposed a bot-
tom-up saliency model based on the strategy of maximum infor-
mation sampling. Hou and Zhang [33] proposed a saliency
detection method in spectral domain, which extracted the saliency
map from the spectral residual of the log-spectrum of an image.
Achanta et al. [27] applied a frequency-tuned technology to detect
pixel saliency using color and luminance features. Goferman et al.
[34] combined low-level features, global considerations and visual
organization rules to obtain a context-aware saliency, and then
they employed high-level factors for post-processing. Recently,
Cheng et al. [35] extended the spatial saliency in [32] to yield a full
resolution saliency map using the global contrast. They used a his-
togram-based method to make the processing more efficient and
employed a smoothing procedure to reduce the saliency map
noise. In Cheng’s work, in order to highlight the entire objects
uniformly, the saliency values are assigned to the over-segmented
regions to produce region-based contrast maps. However, inconsis-
tent saliency detection may be obtained due to the single-scale
segmentation.

In general, the global contrast based methods are able to pro-
duce saliency maps with full resolution, defined boundaries and
uniformly highlighted regions. However, the models used by most
of these methods usually sum the unweighted contrast to all the
other pixels to compute the saliency of a pixel. Let us consider a
simple image including two regions, each of which has a single col-
or. A higher saliency value will be assigned to the smaller region in
the image by these methods. As a result, these methods are area-
depending. In other words, these methods can detect salient re-
gions with small sizes and obvious contrast with regard to the rest.
However, if the salient regions have more pixels than the back-
ground or there are noisy regions, such as the shadows, in the
scene, these methods may not detect the right region accurately.

3. Saliency detection from pixel to region level

3.1. Pixel saliency detection using joint spatial-color constraint

In this section, we propose a pixel-level saliency detection
method using joint spatial-color constraint to overcome the area-
depending deficiency and enhance the detection performance.

3.1.1. Spatial constraint based saliency
Based on the psychological observation in saliency detection

[34–36], the saliency map should consider the spatial distance be-
tween adjacent pixels and group the similar pixels together. So we
hypothesize that a pixel is salient when it is spatially close to the
pixels which have strong contrast to it, and the pixel is contrarily
less salient when it is far away from the strong contrast pixels. Def-
initely, extended from [32], the saliency of a pixel in an image I is
defined as the spatially weighted global contrast to all the other
pixels in the image, which is expressed as

SðpÞ ¼
X
8q2I

exp �kp� qk2

r2
s1

 !
D Ip; Iq

� �
ð1Þ

where Ip represents the color vector of pixel p in CIE L*a*b* color
space, i.e., Ip ¼ ðLp; ap; bpÞT ;D Ip; Iq

� �
is the Euclidean distance be-

tween the color vectors of pixels p and q; kp� qk is the Euclidean
distance between the positions of the two pixels, and rs1 is the con-
trol parameter for spatial similarity. Large rs1 combines the farther
pixels to compute the saliency of the current pixel.

Based on the ‘‘center-surround’’ inhibition mechanism in the
early stages of biological vision, the center region is more salient
than the surrounding background. However, most of the global
contrast based methods are not able to represent this center-
surround difference. Although the color distance of a pixel p in
the center region to a pixel q in the surround is equal to the color
distance of the pixel q to the pixel p, they should be treated differ-
ently under the center-surround mechanism. Specifically, for two
pixels p and q with a strong contrast, the center pixel p is more sali-
ent than the surrounding pixel q. So a larger weight should be as-
signed to the color distance when the saliency of pixel p is
computed using pixel q. As used in [37], we introduce the Gaussian
weighting function from the center of the image to weight the
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color distances for global contrast computation in (1). Thus the
spatial constraint (SC) based saliency of a pixel is formulated as

SSCðpÞ ¼
X
8q2I

ws
p;qD Ip; Iq

� �
ð2Þ

where ws
p;q is the spatial constraint factor, defined as

ws
p;q ¼

1
K

exp �kp� qk2

r2
s1

 !
1
G
ðq; IcÞ ð3Þ

where K is a normalizing constant that guarantees
P

qws
p;q ¼ 1, and

G q; Icð Þ denotes the Gaussian function of the position of pixel q from
the center of the image Ic . The reciprocal of the Gaussian function
for the surrounding pixel has a greater value than the center pixel.
As shown in the experimental section, the SC saliency enables the
proposed method to detect salient regions effectively even for the
large object detection.

3.1.2. Color double-opponent saliency
According to the measurement in human visual cortex [38],

which shows the strongest response is from red-green and blue-
yellow stimuli, more human attention is grabbed by red-green
and blue-yellow contrast. Following the method of generating
red-green and blue-yellow opponencies in [29], we define the
chromatic double opponency of red-green and blue-yellow for a
pixel p as

RGðpÞ ¼ RðpÞ � GðpÞ ð4Þ

BYðpÞ ¼ BðpÞ �min RðpÞ;GðpÞf g ð5Þ

with RðpÞ;GðpÞ and BðpÞ being the red, green and blue channels of
the pixel, respectively. Then the color double-opponent (CD) sal-
iency is presented to highlight the pixels with strong global red-
green or blue-yellow contrasts which are defined as

SRGðpÞ ¼
1
N

X
8q2I

jRGðpÞ � RGðqÞj ð6Þ

SBYðpÞ ¼
1
N

X
8q2I

jBYðpÞ � BYðqÞj ð7Þ

where N is the number of pixels in the image. Summing the global
contrasts of RG and BY, the CD saliency of a pixel is computed as

SCDðpÞ ¼
SRGðpÞ þ SBYðpÞ

DmaxðpÞ
ð8Þ

where the normalization factor DmaxðpÞ represents the maximal va-
lue among the values of jRGðpÞ � RGðqÞj and jBYðpÞ � BYðqÞj for a
pixel p with respect to all the other pixels q. An example of the
CD saliency is shown in Fig. 1. The original image and the spatial
constraint based saliency map are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b),
respectively. From the saliency map, we can see that the dark green
leaves in the background are detected as the salient objects, while
the real salient petals are not indicated correctly. Fortunately, this
Fig. 1. An example of the color double-opponent (CD) saliency map: (a) original image
saliency map.
problem can be solved by using the CD saliency. The computed sal-
iency map in Fig. 1(c) just highlights the salient flower. Fig. 1(d)
shows the final pixel-level saliency map obtained from the two-
layer saliency structure which is introduced in the subSection 3.1.4.

3.1.3. Similarity distribution based saliency
As mentioned in Section 2, detecting the salient objects with

very large areas or the objects affected by noise regions remains
an open problem to most global contrast based methods. This
problem can be solved by foreground detection because the fore-
ground objects are generally more salient than their backgrounds.
Actually, the foreground objects and the widely spreading back-
ground can be ‘‘easily’’ distinguished because the foreground ob-
jects generally distribute in a focused way and the background
distributes dispersedly. For a pixel inside an object, the sum of spa-
tial distances to all the other pixels within the same object is al-
ways much smaller than the sum for a background pixel.
However, this seemingly easy process is difficult to implement be-
cause it is hard to distinguish whether a pixel is within an object or
not.

Assuming the pixels within an object or background have sim-
ilar color values, we propose the similarity distribution (SD) of pix-
els to detect the saliency of foreground objects. The SD of a pixel is
related to the sum of spatial distances to the other similar pixels.
The SD based saliency for a pixel p is defined as

SSDðpÞ ¼ exp � SimiDistðpÞ
r2

d1

� �
ð9Þ

where SimiDist(p) is the similarity distribution, and rd1 is used to
control the strength of the distribution. Large value of rd1 reduces
the effect of the SD saliency. SimiDist(p) is formulated as

SimiDistðpÞ ¼
X
8q2I

wd
p;qkp� qk2 ð10Þ

where wd
p;q denotes the similarity measurement between pixels p

and q. We represent wd
p;q as

wd
p;q ¼

1
K 0

exp �
D Ip; Iq
� �
r2

d2

� �
ð11Þ

where D Ip; Iq
� �

is the color distance between the two pixels in CIE
L*a*b* color space, K 0 is a normalizing constant that ensuresP

qwd
p;q ¼ 1, and rd2 is the control parameter for range similarity.

Large value of rd2 provides the two pixels with more similarity.
For two similar pixels p and q with small color distance, the weight
wd

p;q is approximately 1
K 0, and the weighted distance in (10) is close to

the normalized spatial distance of the two pixels. On the contrary, if
the two pixels are distinct, the corresponding weight will be close to
zero. According to the hypothesis, if pixel p is within an object,
SimiDist(p) can be approximated as the normalized sum of spatial
distances to the other pixels in the same object, and the value
may be smaller than the corresponding value of a background pixel.
So it is more likely for those pixels with larger SD saliency values (9)
, (b) spatial constraint (SC) based saliency map, (c) CD saliency map, (d) two-layer
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to be within a salient foreground object than those with smaller
values.

3.1.4. Two-layer saliency structure
The SC, CD and SD saliency of the joint spatial-color constraint

based method are proposed to detect salient pixels with strong
‘‘center-surround’’ contrast, intensive red-green and blue-yellow
contrast, and greater chance to be within the foreground object,
respectively. The three terms need to be combined to generate a
saliency map in an effective manner. Using the two-layer saliency
structure in [39], the final pixel-level saliency map is synthesized
from two layers, the basic layer and enhancement layer, which is
defined as follows.

(i) Basic layer is designed based on the spatial constraint based
saliency, which obtains large saliency values when the global
contrast is high.
(ii) Enhancement layer is designed based on the color double-
opponent and similarity distribution saliency, which attempts
to highlight the objects with bright color or more concentrated
distribution when the SC saliency is relatively uniform in an
image.

Based on the two layers, the final saliency value of a pixel p is
defined as

SmðpÞ ¼ SSCðpÞ 1þ q1SCDðpÞ þ q2SSDðpÞð Þ ð12Þ

where SSCðpÞ, SCDðpÞ and SSDðpÞ represent the normalized spatial
constraint based saliency, color double-opponent saliency and simi-
larity distribution based saliency at pixel p, respectively. The param-
eters q1 and q2 are weight factors which adjust the extent of
emphasis for color double-opponent and similarity distribution
saliency.

3.2. Extension to region saliency

As mentioned in [27,35,39], salient region detection is useful for
many computer vision applications, such as object segmentation
and recognition. In order to extract the salient object effectively,
the saliency map should highlight the whole salient regions
uniformly and consider the spatial relationship of pixels. Recently,
based on this requirement, region based saliency models are
proposed in [35,39,40], which first segment an image into multiple
regions and compute the saliency value for each region using the
histogram or filtering based methods.

Based on the extracted saliency map obtained from the two-
layer saliency structure (12), we over-segment the image into re-
gions to get the regional saliency. The first saliency value of each
region is computed by averaging the saliency values of all the
pixels in the region, which is represented as

S1ðrpÞ ¼
1
Nr

X
8q2rp

SmðqÞ ð13Þ

where Nr denotes the pixel number of region rp. Inspired by the
guided image filtering in [41], the first saliency map obtained by
(13) is filtered to generate the second saliency value of each region
by using the original image as the guidance image. Namely, the sec-
ond saliency value of region rp is produced by the combination of
weighted saliency values of the other regions, which is given by

S2ðrpÞ ¼
X

rq–rp

wrp ;rq S1ðrqÞ ð14Þ

where the weight wrp ;rq is related to the spatial distance and color
distance of the two regions. It is defined as
wrp ;rq ¼
1

K 00
exp �

krc
p � rc

qk
2

r2
r1

 !
exp �Dðrp; rqÞ

r2
r2

� �
ð15Þ

where K 00 is the normalizing constant, rc
p and rc

q represent the cen-
troids of regions rp and rq, respectively, and Dðrp; rqÞ denotes the dis-
tance between the average color values of the two regions. The
parameters rr1 and rr2 are the control parameters for the spatial
and range similarity, respectively. For example, large value of rr1

combines values from farther regions to obtain the saliency of the
current region.

3.3. Saliency extraction using multi-scale segmentation

The ultimate goal of the region based saliency is to highlight the
salient object uniformly. As shown in Fig. 2(c), if the butterfly can be
completely segmented, the computed saliency map shown in
Fig. 2(d), which is obtained by averaging the saliency values of the
pixels in the region using (13), is almost the same with the ground
truth. However, depending on different segmentation algorithms,
an object may be segmented into different regions or a region may
contain several objects. So the region based saliency may not exactly
reflect the saliency of the object, i.e., the saliency map may not uni-
formly highlight the salient object or may be disturbed by the disor-
dered backgrounds as shown in Fig. 2(e). In order to increase the
consistency of the region-level saliency map, we propose a multi-
scale segmentation based saliency model which uses saliency values
of multiple segmentation results to generate the saliency of the
image.

This model contains six steps, they are:

Step 1. The baseline regions are generated using over-
segmentation.
Step 2. The original image is segmented into larger or smaller
regions to form M different segmentation scales by setting the
parameters of the segmentation algorithm.
Step 3. The saliency values of regions in all the scales are com-
puted using (13).
Step 4. The saliency maps of pixels in the M segmentation scales
are obtained. The saliency value of a region in a certain segmen-
tation scale is used as the saliency values of the pixels in the
region in the corresponding scale.
Step 5. The multi-scale segmentation based saliency of each
baseline region can be obtained by combining the saliency val-
ues in the M segmentation scales. In the experiments, two com-
bination schemes are adopted, i.e., maximization and average.
(i) The maximum of the M saliency values of a pixel is cho-
sen to generate a saliency map of pixels. Then a saliency
value of each baseline region is computed by using the sal-
iency values (in the generated map) of the pixels in the
region as in (13).
(ii) M saliency values of each baseline region is firstly com-
puted by the combination of weighted saliency values of
the regions in the corresponding scale as in (14). Then the
M values are averaged to produce another saliency value of
the baseline region.

Step 6. The two saliency values of each baseline region, in the
Steps 5(i) and 5(ii), are merged into the final multi-scale seg-
mentation based saliency.

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the model.
The multi-scale segmentation based saliency is formulated as

follows. In the Step 5(i), the saliency value of a baseline region rp

is represented as

Sm
1 ðrpÞ ¼

1
Nr

X
8q2rp

Sm
maxðqÞ ð16Þ



Fig. 2. An example of the multi-scale segmentation based saliency: (a) original image, (b) pixel saliency from the two-layer saliency structure, (c–d) nearly ideal
segmentation and the corresponding normalized saliency map. (e, g, i) A map of region saliency from particular over-segmentation and its enlarged maps for region A and
region B, respectively. (f, h, j) Multi-scale segmentation based saliency map and its enlarged maps for region A and region B, respectively.

Fig. 3. The flowchart of the multi-scale segmentation model. Inputs are segmented into different regions in multiple scales to generate different saliency maps. The maximal
and average counterparts of these maps are merged into the final saliency map.
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where Sm
maxðqÞ is the maximum among the M saliency values of pixel

q. In the Step 5(ii), the saliency value can be written as

Sm
2 ðrpÞ ¼

1
M

XM

k¼1

Sk
2ðrpÞ ð17Þ

where Sk
2ðrpÞ is the saliency value of region rp in the kth scale, which

is obtained by the combination of weighted saliency values of the
regions in the scale k following (14). As mentioned in the Step 6,
the two saliency values are merged together in the experiments.
Based on the visual psychological principle that humans generally
pay more attention to the regions near to the image center [42],
the final saliency value of region rp in the baseline scale is defined as

SmðrpÞ ¼ exp �
krc

p � Ick
r2

m

 !
1
2

Sm
1 ðrpÞ þ

1
2

Sm
2 ðrpÞ

� �
ð18Þ

where Ic denotes the image center and rm is used to control the
strength of spatial weighting. Large rm reduces the effect of spatial
weighting.

The result of the multi-scale segmentation based saliency mod-
el is represented in Fig. 2(f). Comparing with the enlarged maps of
local regions in Fig. 2(g)–(j), we can see that the multi-scale
segmentation based saliency map highlights the object more
uniformly and suppresses the background noise significantly.
4. Experimental results

In this section, the results of the proposed method are evaluated
on two public image datasets. We compare the proposed method
with the state-of-the-art saliency detection methods in subjective
and objective assessments. The same parameters of the proposed
method are used across the two datasets to demonstrate its
robustness.

4.1. Parameters setting

In this section, the parameters setting in the experiments are
introduced. When computing pixel-level saliency SmðpÞ, the images
are downsampled to compute the saliency map in order to reduce
computational expense. Then the full resolution map is interpo-
lated bilinearly. To compute the factor of SC saliency defined in
(3), we set r2

s1 ¼ 300. To compute the SD saliency given in (9)
and (11), the parameters are set as r2

d1 ¼ 0:2 and r2
d2 ¼ 10. We sim-

plify the weights as q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 1 when we use the two-layer sal-
iency structure in (12). These parameters are determined
empirically and verified to positively contribute to the perfor-
mance of saliency detection by the experiments. For the multi-
scale segmentation, the graph-based segmentation algorithm [43]
is used, in which the parameter k, i.e., the term for the threshold
function [43], is adjusted to generate eight segmentation scales.



Fig. 4. Examples of MSRA image dataset and the corresponding ground truth mask: (a, c, e, g) original images; (b, d, f, h) ground truth masks.
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4.2. Experiments on MSRA image dataset

In the first experiment, we evaluate the results of the proposed
method on the popular MSRA image dataset used by Liu et al. [31],
which comprises 5000 color images and human labeled bounding
boxes indicating the most salient object. In order to make an accu-
rate and objective assessment for the extracted saliency maps, we
have manually partitioned all the images into salient objects and
backgrounds according to the labeled boxes. The objects and back-
grounds are labeled as one and zero in the ground-truth mask,
respectively. The examples of images and the corresponding
ground-truth masks from the dataset are shown in Fig. 4. All the
manually labeled ground-truth can be downloaded from the web-
site of the intelligent visual information processing and communi-
cation (IVIPC) lab in the near future.

We compare the proposed method with seven state-of-the-art
saliency detection methods, i.e., IT [5], FT [27], GB [30], CA [34],
MS [44], HC [35] and RC [35], which are listed in Table 1. These
methods involve a variety of saliency models, such as biologically
motivated, computational, frequency based, local contrast, global
contrast or full resolution models. For the existing methods, we
use the source codes or executable codes provided by the authors.
The proposed method is implemented in Matlab.

Subjective comparison of the proposed method with the state-of-
the-art methods are shown in Fig. 5. The original images are shown
in Fig. 5(a), while the results of the seven state-of-the-art methods
are presented in Fig. 5(b)–(h). The saliency maps obtained by the
proposed method are given in Fig. 5(i), and the ground truth masks
are illustrated in Fig. 5(j). The comparison results show that the pro-
posed method can lead to improved performance for salient objects
extraction from images. For the test images, in which the object of
attention is small and distinct from the others, most methods are
able to detect the salient object easily. For example, for the first
Table 1
The state-of-the-art methods for comparison.

Algorithm name Refe

Itti’s model (IT) Itti [
Frequency tuned (FT) Acha
Graph-based visual saliency (GB) Hare
Context aware (CA) Gofe
Maximum symmetric surround (MS) Acha
Histogram-based contrast (HC) Chen
Region-based contrast (RC) Chen
image in Fig. 5, most maps can extract the lotus well. However, some
of the methods, such as CA, HC and RC, spotlight the background re-
gions as well, which can be solved by using joint constraint and mul-
ti-scale segmentation of the proposed method. Thus the proposed
method can achieve higher precision for high recall values than
the existing methods. Methods IT, GB and CA usually highlight the
boundary, while the proposed method can highlight the salient re-
gions uniformly. It is more applicable for the proposed method to ex-
tract or segment salient objects. Furthermore, the proposed method
outperforms previous methods on the test images with large objects,
complex backgrounds or noisy shadows. For instance, for the second
to the seventh images, the saliency maps obtained by the proposed
method coincide with the ground truth better.

To assess the salient region detection quality of the proposed
method as well as the seven state-of-the-art methods, we accom-
plish an objective comparison which measures the effectiveness
of the extracted saliency maps from different methods with the
ground-truth mask as a criterion. Following the two binarization
methods used in [27], we segment the salient region by fixed
thresholding and adaptive thresholding, respectively. For a partic-
ular threshold, the precision and recall are computed based on the
ground-truth mask to measure the quality and quantity of the ex-
tracted salient regions. The precision is the fraction of extracted re-
gions that are correct, while the recall is the fraction of correct
regions that are extracted.

For the fixed thresholding, the threshold is varied from 0 to 255.
The curves of precision versus recall for different saliency maps are
shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that the proposed method shows the
highest precision for most of the recall values, which proves that
the saliency maps obtained by the proposed method have the best
performance in highlighting salient regions in the MSRA image
dataset. As shown in Fig. 6, RC achieves the best performance
among the previous methods. However, the proposed method
rence Implementation code

5] Matlab code by Harel [30]
nta [27] Matlab code by author
l [30] Matlab code by author
rman [34] Matlab code by author
nta [44] Executable code by author
g [35] Executable code by author
g [35] Executable code by author



Fig. 5. Examples of saliency maps over 5000 MSRA benchmark images: (a) original images, (b)–(i) saliency maps achieved by the methods IT [5], FT [27], GB [30], CA [34], MS
[44], HC [35], RC [35] and the proposed method; (j) ground truth masks.
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Fig. 6. Curves of precision versus recall for altering thresholds from 0 to 255 of saliency maps over 5000 MSRA benchmark images.
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shows about 0.1 higher on precision for certain recall rate than RC.
Furthermore, the average precision of the proposed method
reaches 0.918 over a low average recall value (0.04) on the 5000
MSRA images. It means that with regard to a large thresholding,
the probability to correctly detect the location of the salient object
using the proposed method exceeds 90% on the MSRA dataset.
Method MS achieves similar precision for low recall values with
RC, but its curve drops steeply as the recall value increases. The
same thing happens for the method FT, while its precision is low
for small recall values. The main reason is that more non-salient
regions in the backgrounds are extracted as the salient for these
methods when the thresholding exceeds a certain value. The pro-
posed method based on joint spatial-color constraint and multi-
scale segmentation can solve this problem successfully.

For another objective comparison, we utilize an adaptive
threshold as in [27,33] to extract the salient object. The adaptive
threshold value Ta is determined as two times the mean saliency
value of a saliency map, which can be represented as
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Ta ¼
2
N

X
8p2I

SalðpÞ ð19Þ

where SalðpÞ is the saliency value of pixel p in the saliency map.
Using this adaptive threshold, the binary saliency maps from the
compared methods are obtained. Then, over the ground-truth data-
set, we obtain the average values of precision, recall and F-Measure
which is defined as

Fb ¼
1þ b2� �

Precision� Recall

b2 � Precisionþ Recall
ð20Þ

We set b2 ¼ 0:3 as in [27] to weight precision more than recall. The
comparison results are shown in Fig. 7. We can see that method IT
shows poor recall and relative high precision because the goal of the
method is to detect salient points instead of objects. Comparable
performances are achieved for the methods FT and GB, or the
methods CA, MS and HC. Method RC shows very high precision
IT FT GB CA
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Fig. 7. Precision-recall bars of binarized saliency maps using adaptive thres

Fig. 8. Results for a subjective comparison between the proposed method and the seven
(a) Original images. (b)-(i) Saliency maps achieved by the methods IT [5], FT [27], GB [30]
density maps.
but low recall comparatively, so its Fb is not high. It is visually clear
in Fig. 7 that the proposed method outperforms the existing meth-
ods with the highest precision, recall and Fb on the MSRA dataset.

4.3. Experiments on eye tracking dataset

We also evaluate the proposed method on the eye tracking im-
age dataset provided by Bruce and Tsotsos in [23]. This popular
dataset is generally used to evaluate the performance of visual sal-
iency prediction. There are 120 color images including indoor and
outdoor scenes in the dataset along with eye fixation data from 20
different subjects. The proposed method is also compared with the
seven state-of-the-art methods in Table 1.

Fig. 8 shows the subjective comparison between saliency maps
obtained by different methods and the fixation density maps
generated from the sum of all 2D Gaussians corresponding to each
fixation point. The comparison results show that the proposed
MS HC RC PM

holds over 5000 MSRA benchmark images (PM: the proposed method).

state-of-the-art methods on the eye tracking dataset provided by Bruce and Tsotsos.
, CA [34], MS [44], HC [35], RC [35] and the proposed method. (j) The human fixation
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method can not only detect the salient regions, but also predict vi-
sual saliency. The saliency maps from the proposed method are
more consistent with the human fixation density maps than the
maps from the other methods. Some of the previous methods are
vulnerable to the background noise, such as the shadow in the
fourth image, while the proposed method is more robust.

To compare the saliency maps with the human fixations objec-
tively, we use the popular validation approach as in [23]. The area
under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve is used to
evaluate the performance of visual saliency detection. We use the
fixation points provided by the dataset as the ground-truth mask
for all compared methods, i.e., only the points are fixations and the
rest are non-fixations. The ROC areas and ROC curves are generated
using the Matlab code provided by Harel et al. [30]. The results of
ROC areas and curves of the compared methods are shown in Table
2 and Fig. 9, respectively. For the existing methods, methods RC and
CA have the similar fixation prediction performance on this dataset,
whose ROC areas are 0.6461 and 0.6307, respectively. However, the
ROC area of the proposed method is about 0.10–0.12 (16–19%) larger
than the two methods. We can see that the proposed method
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on predicting human
fixations on this eye tracking dataset.
4.4. Discussion

In Section 4.2, we have evaluated the proposed method on the
MSRA dataset of 5000 images and our hand-labeled ground-truth
Table 2
The ROC areas on the eye tracking dataset provided by Bruce and Tsotsos. The number
in bold shows the best method which achieves the maximal ROC area.

Method IT [5] FT [27] GB [30] CA [34]
ROC area 0.5709 0.4851 0.5237 0.6307

Method MS [44] HC [35] RC [35] PMa

ROC area 0.6107 0.5008 0.6461 0.7499

a PM: the proposed method.
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Fig. 9. The ROC curves of the existing methods and the proposed me
masks. In the field of full-resolution saliency map, the dataset of
1000 images provided in [27] is one of the most widely used.
The 5000-image dataset contains all the 1000 images in order to
make sure the dataset is not biased by any particular algorithm.
To compare the proposed method against the published results
of the existing methods [27,35], we also perform saliency detection
on the public dataset [27]. The ground truth given in [27] is used to
perform the objective comparison instead of our hand-labeled
masks. It is seen from the curves of precision versus recall in
Fig. 10(a) that the proposed method still achieves the highest pre-
cision for most of the recall values. It is also clear from the bars in
Fig. 10(b) that the average precision, recall and Fb of the proposed
method are the highest among all the methods. Note that the pre-
cision, recall and Fb for the precision-recall bars in Fig. 10(b) are
different from the reported results in [27,35]. The discrepancy is
due to the employed segmentation technique to refine the initial
binary mask, such as mean-shift in [27] and saliency cut in [35].
However, in our experiments, we only use two times the mean sal-
iency values of a saliency map to obtain a binary map. The com-
pared methods were all evaluated on the same validation
approach, so their relative performance should not be affected.

Several techniques, i.e., pixel-level saliency of SC, CD and SD, two-
layer saliency structure and multi-scale segmentation, have been
combined in the proposed method for saliency detection, which out-
performs the existing methods. In order to further exploit the contri-
bution from each of these techniques, we plot the precision-recall
curves when using the techniques individually or combined to-
gether on the 5000 MSRA benchmark images in Fig. 11. CD saliency
performs not as good as the other two pixel-level techniques. SD
saliency achieves higher precision than SC saliency when the recall
value is below 0.3. However, SC saliency outperforms SD saliency
when the recall value grows above 0.3. When using the two-layer
saliency structure to combine the three saliency components, an
overt performance enhancement is obtained. For example, at the
recall value of 0.2, the combined saliency gains about 5.9% perfor-
mance enhancement over the SC saliency. Furthermore, when the
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thod on the eye tracking dataset provided by Bruce and Tsotsos.
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Fig. 10. Comparison results for 1000 MSRA benchmark images in [27,35]: (a) curves of precision versus recall for the fixed thresholding and (b) precision-recall bars for the
adaptive thresholding.
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Fig. 11. Curves of precision versus recall over 5000 MSRA benchmark images for different techniques proposed in this paper.
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multi-scale segmentation technique is adopted to generate the re-
gion-level saliency, a great leap in performance is performed.

The proposed method is based on the global contrast which
integrates the entire information features all over the visual field
to extract the salient object. So, the method is able to achieve rea-
sonable results, even in the conditions that the salient object is not
near the center or there are multiple salient objects in the image as
shown in Fig. 12. Although the proposed method performs well in
the experiments described in Section 4.2 and 4.3, it may fail to lo-
cate the salient object if the appearance of the foreground and
background is similar as shown in Fig. 13. Generally, this issue is
challenging for the bottom-up saliency detection models which fo-
cus on regions possessing distinct low-level features (intensity,
color etc.) without object prior and task information. One way to
solve this problem is to use the top-down or task-orientated cues.

The proposed method has several parameters to set, which are
from the empirical study. All the parameters are not changed dur-
ing the evaluation on the two datasets. The superior results of the
proposed method show the effectiveness of the parameter setting.
Also, we can automatically set the spatial distance related param-
eters according to the resolution, e.g., the parameter r2

s1 in (3) can
be set to 0:75 maxðw;hÞ, where w and h represent the width and
height of the image, respectively. For future research, we plan to
use the learning based method to optimize these parameters.

In terms of the computational time of the proposed method, the
average running time on the 5000 MSRA images to produce the



Fig. 12. Two cases: the object is at the corner and there are multiple salient objects, respectively: (a, d) original images, (b, e) saliency maps achieved by the proposed method,
(c, f) ground truth masks.

Fig. 13. Failure case: the appearance of the foreground and background is similar: (a, d) original images, (b, e) saliency maps achieved by the proposed method, (c, f) ground
truth masks.
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pixel-level saliency map is 1.47 s when measured on an Intel
3.20 GHz CPU with 3 GB RAM in Matlab implementation. As for
the running time for generating a region-level saliency map, it
mainly depends on the efficiency of the adopted segmentation
algorithm when the multi-scale segmentation is performed.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel method to detect salient re-
gions in images. To overcome the area-depending deficiencies of
some state-of-the-art saliency detection methods, the proposed
method generates pixel-level saliency maps using joint spatial-col-
or constraint. Firstly, we introduce a spatial constraint based sal-
iency to produce the global contrast in CIE L*a*b* color space,
which uses the Gaussian weighting function from the center of
the image to distinguish the difference between ‘‘center and sur-
round’’. Secondly, based on the physiological discovery, the color
double-opponent saliency is obtained by computing the global
contrast of red-green and blue-yellow double opponency. Thirdly,
we use the similarity distribution based saliency to detect the sali-
ent object and its background. Finally, a two-layer structure is
adopted to merge the three components into a pixel-level saliency
map. To produce the region-level saliency map, we apply a multi-
scale segmentation based method, which can overcome the weak-
ness of inconsistency caused by single-scale over-segmentation.
The proposed method is evaluated on the MSRA image dataset
and eye tracking dataset. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on both
salient region detection and human fixation prediction with re-
spect to precision, recall and ROC area.
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